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1. Introduction Object Tracking and fixation are important for navigation, velocity estimation, and other robotic tasks. One of the major difficulties in a visual tracking system lies in the extraction of reliable image information to be used. The visual tracking problem is often addressed with monocular clues [6]. However in absence of models for target shape or motion, binocular vision or stereoscopic vision can be used. Stereovision is the fundamental perceptual capability in humans and animals. It can be used for reliable extraction of depth information, hence being suited for robotic tasks. Most of the techniques for extracting depth information from stereo imaging are too slow to be used on a robotic system where real time operation is needed. The easiest way out is working with coarse resolution images but this hinders acquisition of detailed information. Biological visual systems have space-variant resolution. That is resolution is very high on the fovea (center of the retina) and decreases gradually to the periphery of the visual field. In this work, we have used the above property of the biological systems by using log-polar images instead of regular Cartesian images [1]. As in log-polar image resolution is very high in the center and reduces in the periphery. We have also used methods to extract the target motion parameters from log polar images [2]. In the next section 1.1 the geometry of the problem is described. In section 2 we have described about the image acquisition and log-polar format. This is followed by a description of the Vergence and the tracking control in the sections 3 and 4. Finally we conclude this report with Section 5 results and images.
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1.1.



Geometry of the problem



Fig 1.1: a) A picture of Baltazar head. b) A schematic diagram showing motors and their rotation directions on the Baltazar head. The configuration of motors used by us results in three kinds of motions vergence, pan and tilt. Vergence is the side ways movement of the eyes here in Baltazar it is denoted by the angles θr and θl. these are the motors attached to the cameras of Baltazar. This Motion of motors enables both the Camera to see one object at same time i.e. fixating on an object.



Fig 1.2: a) A schematic diagram showing tilt angle. b) A schematic diagram showing Vergence angle as well as pan angle.
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As we can see in Fig 1.2 a) the angle θt is the tilt angle. This motion helps Baltazar to move its head in up and down direction. This helps it to see things above and below the field of view of cameras. This motion does not impart any y axis relative shifts in the two cameras. The side ways swaying motion is known as pan it is denoted by θp in the figures it helps Baltazar to see things sideways of field of view of cameras. So, the pan and tilt motion enables Baltazar to see whole 3 Dimensional space in front of it.
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2. Image Representation and acquisition 2.1.



Image Acquisition and YARP



The Cameras used in our experiment are Point Grey Technology Dragonfly cameras. We use the YARP (Yet Another Robot Platform) architecture to grab the images. YARP is an open source library developed and used by some of the partners of Robot-Cub. It allows distributed computing with an eye to realtime performance. It is cross-platform, somewhat hardware independent .The setup used is as shown in figure 2.1. http://yarp0.sourceforge.net/doc-yarp0/doc/manual/manual/split/manual.html



Fig 2.1: The Architecture A YARP name-server is run in Baltatwo. Images are grabbed in Baltatwo directly from the cameras and two grabbers are executed to relay the images into the tcp ports (made by the YARP name-server). The client (Medusa) uses the gigabit network to connect to this port and retrieves images in 640 x 480 dimensions. A class named CBaltazareyes was written for this purpose.
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2.2.



Log-polar to Cartesian mapping



The log-polar transformation is a conformal mapping from the points on the Cartesian plane (x,y) to points in the log-polar plane (ξ,η). The log-polar image geometry is motivated by its resemblance with retina of biological vision system. In our case we have used this mapping because of its data compression qualities. When compared to the usual Cartesian images, the log-polar images allow faster sampling rates without reducing the size of the field of view and the resolution on the central part of the image. Same is the case with biological retinas the resolution at center is higher than the resolution in the periphery.



⎡log( x 2 + y 2 ) ⎤ ⎡ξ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ l ( x) = ⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ y ⎥ ⎣η ⎦ ⎢ arctan ⎥ x ⎦ ⎣



(2.1)



A log polar image is discretized in terms of angles (η) and eccentricity (ξ). To allow real time computation we partitioned the retinal plane into the receptive fields, whose size and position correspond to a uniform partition of Cartesian plane into superpixels. The value of super pixel is given by average of all pixels in the corresponding receptive fields. [1]



Fig:



a) A retinal grid over a Cartesian image. Each block in the Retinal grid is called



receptive field. Every receptive field correspond to the pixel in the log-polar image. b) A log Polar grid with angles η and eccentricity ξ.
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3 Vergence Control Vergence eye movements are the slow movements of the two eyes in opposite directions to facilitate fusion of the retinal images of the two eyes viewed at different distances. Vergence is generally done on the horizontal plane since eyes move together in the vertical direction but are independent of each other in horizontal to an extent.



Fig 3.1: A typical arrangement of cameras showing Vergence. Here θL and θR are individual angles for the left and the right cameras respectively and v is the Vergence angle.



3.1 Disparity calculation



Associated classes: CFastVergence, CDisparityChannel. Associated Functions: ComputeDisparity ( ); SSDComputeDisparity ( ); SSDchannel ( ); NCC_channel ( );



We will first describe an intensity based method to find likelihood of stereo images in Cartesian coordinates. And extend it for log polar images later. Let IL and IR be the images from the left and the right camera respectively. In our problem we are only interested in finding horizontal disparity as the two camera s move together on a vertical plane. So we assume that we have a zero disparity in y direction. Horizontal disparity at a pixel x is given by d(x) = x’-x, where x and x’ are the x co ordinates of matching pixel in left and right image respectively. If a pixel at x in left image is not visible in the right image then we say this pixel to be occluded and we cannot define disparity for that pixel. (d(x) = ø). 8



To calculate the disparity we use an intensity based method. Disparities are the horizontal displacement between the two frames in pixels. We have a set of possible disparities namely Disparity Channels, D= {dn}, n= 1, 2 ….N. We used 60 channels in our experiment. For each disparity channel we found number of matching pixels and the corresponding position for each of them on both the cameras. We applied various methods of correlation to facilitate us to detect the situation of Vergence when the target object occupies same position in both the images, hence triggering a high correlation value. The correlation methods used by us are:



a) Single Channel Sum of Squared Differences: In this method we used gray scale log-polar images as input and calculated the similarity between the images by minimizing the sum of squared difference between them.



SSD ( I L , I R ) =



1 N matches



∑



|| ( I L (i, j ) − I L ) − ( I R (i, j ) − I R ) ||2



(3.1)



matching _ pixels



Where IL and IR are the left and right images, I L and I R are the average gray values for the left and right images, Nmatches is number of matching pixels in a pair of image. The Summation is carried over the matching pixels only and not the whole image. The SSD value range is [0, ∞ ] the Disparity channel with lowest SSD value is selected as it denotes the Vergence situation. i.e maximum correlation between the right and the left images. b) Three Channel Sum of Squared Differences : In this method we used 3 channel colored log-polar images as input and calculated the similarity between the images by minimizing the sum of squared difference between them. Here in this method instead of just using the intensity information of image we also use the color information of image. We consider each pixel of image as a
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vector with the three color channels (B, G, and R) as orthogonal components and their intensity values as their magnitude. Now we applied the SSD formula for a vector with 3 components



SSD ( I L , I R ) =



1 N matches



∑



uuuuuuur uuuuuuur || ( I L (i, j ) − I L ) − ( I R (i, j ) − I R ) ||2



(3.2)



matching _ pixels



Where,



⎡ I L (i, j ) ⎤ uuuuuuur ⎢ B ⎥ I L (i, j ) = ⎢ I LG (i, j ) ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎣ I LR (i, j ) ⎦



⎡IL ⎤ ⎢ B⎥ I L = ⎢ I LG ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣ I LR ⎥⎦



⎡ I R (i, j ) ⎤ uuuuuuur ⎢ B ⎥ I R (i, j ) = ⎢ I RG (i, j ) ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎣ I RR (i, j ) ⎦



⎡IR ⎤ ⎢ B⎥ I R = ⎢ I RG ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣ I RR ⎥⎦



Fig 3.2: A color space with r g and b as orthogonal components The SSD value range is [0, ∞ ] the Disparity channel with lowest SSD value is selected as it denotes the Vergence situation. i.e maximum correlation between the right and the left images.
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c) Single Channel Normalized Cross correlation: In this method we used gray



scale log polar images as input and calculated amount of correlation in the two



images for each Disparity Channel.



∑



NCC ( I L , I R ) =



( I L (i, j ) − I L )( I R (i, j ) − I R )



matching _ pixels



∑



( I L (i, j ) − I L ) 2 x



matching _ pixels



∑



( I R (i, j ) − I R ) 2



matching _ pixels



(3.3)



Here the value of normalized correlation varies from [-1, 1], with 1 showing maximum correlation and -1 minimum correlation. We further simplified this expression to make it computationally less expensive and less time consuming for better results in real time application. So the simplified equation is:



NCC(IL , IR ) =



∑(I (i, j)* I (i, j) + I I L



(



∑



matching _ pixels



R



L R



− IL ∑IR (i, j) − IR ∑IL (i, j)



IL (i, j)2 + IL − 2IL ∑IL (i, j))x( 2



∑



matching _ pixels



IR (i, j)2 + IR − 2IR ∑IR (i, j)) 2



(3.4)



The above expression reduces the time by removing addition and subtraction operation inside the summation.



3.2 Comparison between the three correlation methods We compared the performance of the three correlation methods by generating images with known disparity and then computing disparity using the 3 techniques. We also used two different types of image one with high color information and other with less to compare the performance of 3 channel and 1 channel correlation techniques.
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3.2.1



Test 1



Fig 3.3: The image used for test 1



In this test we have used a real-time image and generated an disparity from -100 to 100 pixels using affine transformations. Then plotted the calculated values from the three correlation method with the original disparity values.



Fig 3.4: The plot Original values vs. calculated disparity values
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3.2.2



Test 2



Fig 3.5: Image used for test 2



Difference between this test and the previous test is that the image used in this test has lot of color information. This will facilitate us to compare performance of methods taking colored image input and those taking gray scale images.



Fig 3.6: Original vs. Computed Disparity values.
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3.2.3



Test 3 0,14



Time in seconds



0,12 0,1 0,08 0,06 0,04 0,02 0 NCC



SSD 1



SSD 3



Fig 3.7: A graph comparing run time of the three methods in computing 100 disparity



values 3.2.4



Conclusion



From Test 1 we can see that all the correlations work quite nicely in a very wide range and there performance are comparable but at very high negative disparities the Normalized Cross Correlation curve deviates from the expected behavior a lot so for normal range of disparities performance of all the three methods are comparable and for very high negative disparities the normalized cross correlation method performance degrades. In Test 2 we see for a colored image the Normalized cross correlation method is close to the expected behavior but the sum of squared difference method for 1 and 3 channels also have good result in a smaller range of disparities. In Test 3 or time test we see that the Normalized cross correlation method takes the least time which is very vital part of our task requirement. After analyzing the results from the three tests we chose the Normalized cross correlation method to be most suitable for our task.
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3.3 Verge angle calculation



We get a disparity value using methods described in previous section now we need to calculate Vergence angle for the motors in the eye. We normalize the disparity calculated by dividing it by width of the image to reduce its range to [-1, 1]. We then calculated the current Vergence of camera by getting current positions of motors as V = θL - θR..



(3.5)



Fig 4.8: Explaining Vergence angle calculation by motor positions.



Since the motor rotation are also normalized to the scale [-1, 1] we can directly send the normalized disparity as our control signal. We also had a P controller to ensure low steady state error and low rise time.
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3.4 Examples



Set 1



(a) The Cartesian stereo pair



(b) The blended image
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4 Tracking Control In Tracking Control we intend to make our robot to verge on an object and track its movements by doing pan tilt and Vergence motions. As already defined in previous section Vergence is computed separately from the other controls i.e. pan and tilt.



4.1 Zero Disparity Filtering Associated



classes:



CLogPolarZDF,



CLogPolarOpticalFlow,



CLogPolarCentroid,ClogPolarFiltering,



CLowPassFilter.



The process of segmenting for zero disparity consists of detecting points of same object in two images of stereo pair. This finally leads to formation of binary image that represents such similar points by 1 and non similar by 0. Some algorithms for matching zero disparity just use the gray or color information which leads to detection of wrong points especially in case of images with some even texture. Methods of correlation of phase may be potentially useful for solution of this problem. But for denser images these algorithms are computationally very expensive and hence not so helpful in our problem. The approach followed by us consists of calculating the gradient of the image and to apply an adequate threshold. For detecting vertical edges we need to find just the gradient of image in x direction. So the first step of our algorithm consists of taking derivative for both the images in x direction. Since we are working with the log polar images we cannot get derivative of image in direction of x directly. cos(η ) ∂I (ξ ,η ) sin(η ) ∂I (ξ ,η ) ∂I ( x , y ) α α = − ξ ρ min k log k ∂ξ ρ min k ξ α ∂η ∂x



(4.1)



Where,



α=



η max , 2π



ρ min = minimum radius of logpolar image We can easily calculate the derivatives of image w.r.t. η and ξ.
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Then these two images undergo two tests namely quality test and similarity test. 4.1.1



Quality Test.



In this test we compare the derivative values of individual image with a quality threshold and construct a binary image accordingly. This test verifies if information contained in the zone to analyze is sufficient to produce a result. This is related with the value of the horizontal gradient as a low absolute value for the gradient denotes inexistence of vertical edge or very weak vertical edge, which may not be useful for our further calculations.



⎧ ∂I L (ξ ,η ) 1 if >Q ⎪ I QL (ξ ,η ) = ⎨ ∂x ⎪0 otherwise ⎩ ⎧ ∂I R (ξ ,η ) >Q ⎪1 if I QR (ξ ,η ) = ⎨ ∂x ⎪0 otherwise ⎩



(4.2)



Here I Q and I Q are the binary quality images. We then fuse these two images L



R



into a single quality image for the pair. ⎧⎪1 if I QL (ξ ,η ) = IQR (ξ ,η ) = 1 I Q (ξ ,η ) = ⎨ ⎪⎩0 otherwise



4.1.2



(5.3)



Similarity Test



In this test we compare the gradient between the two images ⎧ ∂I L (ξ ,η ) ∂I R (ξ ,η ) − < S (ξ ) ⎪1 if I S (ξ ,η ) = ⎨ ∂x ∂x ⎪0 otherwise ⎩



−ξ



S (ξ ) =



so



ξ max + 2



− so so − 1



(4.4)



(4.5)
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Here so is the threshold value for ξ =1. S is a function of ξ because we want to give more consideration to similarity in the central area of the log-polar image than in the periphery. We can see in the figure below the threshold value reduces with increasing ξ. Hence giving more weightage to the central part of the image.



Here Is is a binary image containing the similarity information between the two images. And S is a threshold value determined experimentally After these two tests we did a joint test to get the final zdf image.



⎧1 if Is (ξ ,η ) = I q (ξ ,η ) = 1 I o (ξ ,η ) = ⎨ ⎩0 otherwise



(4.6)



After these tests we have a Zero Disparity binary image denoting points having zero disparity and prominent edges in the image.



4.2 Tracking and Optical flow corrections After we get the Zero disparity filtered binary image we give command to motors for pan and tilt for tracking the centroid of the detected zero disparity image. Also we use the optical flow velocities for detecting motion of the target and improving tracking. Optical flow calculation



Optical flow is the apparent motion of brightness pattern in the image. Generally optical flow corresponds to motion field, but not always. One problem we have is that 19



we are only able to measure the component of optical flow that is in direction of the intensity gradient. We are unable to measure the component of optical flow tangential to the intensity gradient. Let us denote the intensity by I(x,y,t). To see how I changes in time, we differentiate with respect to t: dI ∂I dx ∂I dy ∂I = + + dt ∂x dt ∂y dt ∂t



(4.7)



Let us assume that the image intensity of each visible point is unchanged over time, so we have: dI =0 dt



This implies I xu + I y v + I t = 0



(4.8)



Here partial derivatives are denoted by subscripts, and u and v are the x and y component of the optical flow vector. The equation no. 5.8 is also called optical flow constraint equation.



The above equation can be rewritten as ( I x , I y ).(u , v ) = − I t



(4.9)



So, the component of the image velocity in the direction of the image intensity gradient is.



u⊥2 + v⊥2 =



− It I x2 + I y2



(4.10)
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α = tan −1



I v⊥ = tan −1 y u⊥ Ix



(4.11)



so,



u⊥ = − v⊥ = −



It I x I + I y2 2 x



It I y I + I y2 2 x



(4.12 a &b)



We cannot however, determine the component of the optical flow at right angles to this direction. This ambiguity is known as aperture problem. Since we are using the log polar images instead of the regular Cartesian images we have



∂I ∂I ∂I ∂I and instead of and . So, ∂ξ ∂η ∂x ∂y



cos(η ) ∂I (ξ ,η ) sin(η ) ∂I (ξ ,η ) ∂I (ξ ,η ) α α = − ∂x ρ min k ξ log k ∂ξ ρ min k ξ α ∂η



(4.13)



cos(η ) ∂I (ξ ,η ) sin(η ) ∂I (ξ ,η ) ∂I (ξ ,η ) α α = // − ξ ∂y ρ min k log k ∂ξ ρ min k ξ α ∂η



Where,



α=



η max , 2π



ρ min = minimum radius of logpolar image Optical flows tell us the velocity of the target object in x and y direction hence facilitating us to predict its next position. To avoid two optical flows for the two eyes we assume that eyes are already verged on the target. We then apply various filtering functions to carry out our task. Firstly we average the two images obtained using the function AverageImage(); I av (ξ ,η ) =



I L (ξ ,η ) + I R (ξ ,η ) 2



(4.14)
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Then we smoothen the images in spatial domain using Gaussian filter.



0.0702 0.1311 0.1907 0.0702 0.1311 0.1907 0.2161 0.1907 0.1311 0.0702 0.1907 0.1311 0.0702



Fig 4.3: The Gaussian mask applied to log polar images for smoothening.



Then we applied a time smooth for the images. I avTS (ξ ,η , t ) =



I avSS (ξ ,η , t − 1) + I avSS (ξ ,η , t ) 2



(4.15)



Where, I avTS (ξ ,η , t ) => The Time smoothened image at time 't' I avSS (ξ ,η , t ) => the spatially smooth image at time 't' I avSS (ξ ,η , t − 1) => the spatially smooth image at time 't-1'



We then calculated the time and spatial derivatives of this average image Iav to get the optical flow for the pair. This optical flow along with centroid detection of zero disparity image help us to track the target object.
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5 Results and Conclusion So, At the end of the training we were able to achieve the following: Vergence control for Baltazar i.e. he was able to fixate on any object occupying maximum area on the camera screen. Since we used Log polar image, it meant that any object in the center of the camera will occupy maximum number of pixels and hence Baltazar’s eyes will verge on it. We Calculated a average disparity for the whole image which effectively meant we got disparity corresponding to object which is to be tracked as already mentioned it occupies maximum amount of area. We finally calculated the verge angle from the disparity data and relayed commands to the motors using a PI controller. Also we worked on three techniques for calculating disparity by correlation namely, Single Channel Sum of Squared Differences, Three Channel Sum of Squared Differences and Single Channel Normalized Cross correlation. We carried out different practical tests and concluded on the usage of SCNCC. (Refer Section 3.2). We finally addressed the problem of tracking the object by calculating pan and tilt angles for the motors and vergence independently. We processed the stereo pair through a sequence of algorithms to determine centroid of the target object and tried to track it. We also used the optical flow detection to predict the movement of target to some extent. The above work was also implemented on another Robot Baby Cub alias Sheeku. There we had a big problem of radial distortion, so we had to determine camera parameters by doing camera calibration and then wrote a code to undistort this image using these parameters The Work can be further ameliorated by using higher resolution log Polar images but that on other hand will make processing slower. But with the increasing processing power day by day it is quite possible. Also we can apply some algorithm for object detection to identify our target better as now target is just identified by number of pixels and motion it makes.
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A Sequence of blended images showing Vergence phenomenon
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